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Volume 47, Number 1 (1988), in the article "On Existence and Number 
of Orthogonal Arrays," by D. K. Ray-Chaudhuri and N. M. Singhi, 
pp. 28-36. 
We would like to point out here that although the main theorems, 
Theorem 1.1 and Theorem 1.2, in the above-mentioned paper are correct, 
the main tool used to prove these theorems viz., Theorem 2.1, is not stated 
correctly. In fact, one can easily see that (for example, for t = 1 ) the condi- 
tions described in this theorem are not suffÉcient for the existence of the 
required f e Vk(X). 
We give below the correct statement of Theorem 2.1 and describe other 
minor changes one needs to make in view of this error. 
We will use the notations of the paper. We first note that for I~_I~, f l  
has been defined in the paper basically only when I~  ~. We extend the 
definition to the case when I=~b by defining f~ to be Zf (Y )  where the 
sum is over all y e X k. We also define Ve(JO = Y. 
We can now state the correct form of Theorem 2.1. 
TI-mOREM 2.1. Let F= {F~e V~(X): I~ Ik ,  [II =t},  k >>-t>~O be a family 
of functions. There exists f s Vk( X ) such that f1 = FI if and only if for all Ii, 
I 2 c Ik, [111 = 112[ = t and J~  I l c~ 12, IJI = t -  1, we have 
( r , . ) j  = (V,2)~. (1) 
The proof is essentially the same as that given in the paper. We only note 
here a few changes one has to make due to the changed statement. 
First, note that the condition is necessary follows from the fact that 
(FI~),, = (Fh).r = f j .  (2) 
Also note that for t - -0,  F~e2_ and clearly any fe  VI(X) such that 
fe  = F~ serves the purpose. Thus the theorem is trivially true for t = 0. 
Hence, to prove sufficiency, assume t > 0. Now the rest of the proof is the 
same as that given in the paper, only one has to verify new conditions for 
the family F'  described therein, which can be easily done essentially in the 
same way as described therein by using condition (1) for F, with k replaced 
byk-1  and treplaced by t - l~>0.  
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The proof of Theorem 1.2 should also be changed accordingly to verify 
the new conditions, which can be easily done. 
We also note that due to this change, the statement of Lemma 3.2 given 
in the paper is not now correct, and correspondingly the values of d given 
in the statements of Theorems 1.3, 1.4, and 3.5 are not correct. These 
theorems are valid; however, one has to change the value of d. The correct 
values of Rank ~ and d can perhaps be calculated; however, this will be 
rather involved and we defer it to a later communication. 
Remark. It is clear that condition (1) above is satisfied if there exists a 
rational function f :  Vk(X) ---, Q such that f i=  FI for all t-subsets Ic_ Ik, 
since such f will also satisfy condition (2). Thus in the above statement of 
Theorem 2.1, condition (1) can be replaced by the statement that there 
exists a rational function f :  Vk(X) ---, Q such that fz = Fz for all t-subset 
I~__I k. 
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